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Abstract. An additional information on every network element, the
color, remarkably a�ects not only on the network robustness, but also
on the security on network. The connectivity of the vertex-colored net-
work with color-vulnerabilities was recently described within the color-
avoiding approach. In this paper we present the �rst result for the color-
avoiding percolation of edges for the case when color is attributed to the
edges, while vertices still retain their indistinguishability. Numerical and
analytical calculations and results are shown for Poisson random graph
in cases of uniform coloring for di�erent number of colors and for het-
erogeneous coloring distribution when one or more colors are dominant.
The color-avoiding percolation of colored edges on a random graphs has
the same universality behaviour as in the vertex-coloring case.

The indistinguishability of network elements (vertices and edges), when iso-
lated from each other, is typically assumed in studies of complex networks, their
robustness as well as of security on networks. However, considering an additional
information on every network element, interpreted like a new degree of freedom
(color), should make the system even more sensible in respect to the collective
color-failure. Due to the existence of di�erent colored classes in structure, net-
work gets the new kind of color-vulnerability, which happens to be essential for
networks which could have less robust and less secure properties.

The connectivity of the colored network with color-vulnerabilities is recently
described within so-called color-avoiding approach, applied on colored vertices
[1]. The reason why is the avoidance of color needed, is easy to argue in sim-
ple case when network elements of one particular color fail. Then the giant
connected component of subset, which survived the erasure of that vulnerable
color, contains all possible paths that are avoiding this particular color. All ver-
tices that lay on these paths are mutually connected no matter if the vulnerable
color failed or not. If it is not a priori known which color is going to fail, ev-
ery color should be treated as potentially vulnerable. While connecting a pair
of vertices, all possible network paths avoiding at least one of colors present on
network are forming a new compound assigned to colored networks � the sin-
gle color-avoiding component (Fig.1). As a generalization of the concept of the
giant connected component, the color-avoiding component contains all vertices
which stay connected no matter which color will fail the network. The color-
avoiding component is represented as an intersection of all single color-avoiding
components of network.
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Fig. 1. Ilustration of color-avoiding connectivity for edge-colored network.
(1a) From the largest connected component (black vertices) only part of them are
color-avoiding connected (red rounded vertices). The color-avoiding component is an
intersection of all the single color-avoiding components: (1b) when removing red, (1c)
blue and (1d) only green edges.

In this paper we are presenting the �rst result for the color-avoiding perco-
lation of edges for the case when color is attributed to the edges, while vertices
still retain their indistinguishability. In a real-world networks some examples of
colored-edges are: di�erent kind of city roads (bus, metro, railway) for tra�c
networks, above-ground water pipes freezing over all at once in pipe network of
water-supply, di�erent metabolic pathways depending on particular biochemi-
cal. Numerical and analytical calculations and results will be shown for Poisson
random graph in cases of uniform coloring for di�erent number of colors and for
heterogeneous coloring distribution of colors when one or more colors are dom-
inant. Sizes of color-avoiding component in respect to percolation parameter,
critical percolation threshold and associated critical exponent all deeply depend
on number of colors and degeneracy of color distribution. The color-avoiding per-
colation of colored edges on random graphs gives the same universality behavior
as the vertices-coloring case.
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